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Firstly, establish how you will want the blinds to be mounted; face fix or reveal fix.
Check that you have a good fixing point for the head box (you can screw through the ends, the 
back or the top of a fully enclosed headbox).

REVEAL FIX FACE FIX

Accurately measure the top of the 
opening. Look for the narrowest  point 
where the hood will be slid in and where 
it will be mounted. We will make the hood 
2mm narrower than your advised  top 
opening.

Measure the centre and bottom openings 
and record.

Check both sides to see if they are level 
horizontally. Make a note on your order if
a side is out by more than 10mm.

Measure the drop from the top of the 
opening to the ground.

Measure the points at which the headbox 
will be fitted, outside of headbox to outside 
of headbox, and record as the top
measurement.

Normally the centre and bottom 
measurements are the same.

Measure the drop from the top of the 
required hood position to the ground.

•  For a single opening, we recommend     
   adding 55mm to each side of the opening  
   measurements (110mm overall) for final  
   width measurements. This will keep the  
   fixings for mounting the face fix angles  
   away from the corners for strong fixing   
   points and so that the tracks will not be
   visible from the inside of the opening.

•  For multiple adjacent openings, pairs of  
   blinds can be measured to meet against a
   single face fix angle, effectively butting up  
   together with channels fixed back to back  
   on either side of the angle.

A Face Fit Channel is also available to save 
having to fit the angle first.
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